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Senate creates a place for 
students to take problems
ly W y
Oo^ SioH frilEr
,Stud<?ntif art: a atep cUmfr Ut 
a a gTM!Yanc<? t>f#ard and
a li?ap away front having to 
provtf iftetr infr/rmation compe- 
tence.
The Acarif^mic Senate voted 
2H-9 TuoMJay in favw of IIhc 
r»*vii«od .Studont (inevance 
fhiard proptmal. Initially pre- 
itonUfd .May -'i, tb*' reiuttuiitm wax 
returned Ut the xenate with 
example» of
whKh c a « »  th. 
ttftard w likely • *^ ..^ 1«». 
to hear, *"
« A l l  « |ar|«^ r t|»^A 11 e K d t .
haraimment or 
p e r c e i v e d  tu 
unfair treat . yv  
ment xuch ax 
race, ethnicity, ..«»
gertder, dixabili- r..|«»»r
ty or xex jal ori- " » — *-•«- 
entation” would
have a formal mediathm procexx, 
acor/rding to the resolution The 
board, however, would not limit 
ilxelf only to thexe caxes.
Harvey Greenwald, chair of 
the Kthicx Taxk Force, offered 
paxt caxex ax examples that 
would have proceeded to the 
grievance hoard
A Mexican student who vol­
unteered to drive on a class field 
tnp was racially harassed by his 
prrdesxor, (ireenwald said After 
accepting three f'aucaxian dri­
vers, the professor allegedly
quextiomd the safety of the 
"Tijuana taxi,"
tireirnwald »aid if such 
inxtanc*'« are not clM-ckwl. “ftete 
pie will think Cal Poly ha» Uxi 
many faculty memlier» that an? 
insensitive Uj issues #if race " 
TIh? M‘Ttat4‘ anliciftaiex that 
gender ixxuex may lie taken to 
the grievance Isiard.
Women's f ’enter fhrector Pat 
Harris said a student com- 
plainerl that her pnifess^ir said 
he thinks wimten Lake up seats 
in class that shfiuld belong to 
nsfn.
Director of .ludicial Affairs 
S«'an Hanks gave more exam- 
ples. He said a fm/fetmtr shmit- 
erj, “CesJiJamnit, ^student Xl, you 
are such a fuck-up." Hanks said 
he is cr/ncemed how the student, 
who failed her classes that quar­
ter, will vicfw the university as a 
wivile if action is nrA taken 
Fconomics professor Tim 
Kersten, however, warned that 
such language may have excep­
tions on the football field, for 
crxample.
“It's impossible to tell under 
what circumstances that lan­
guage IS actionahle and what ctr- 
cumstanoex it is not actionable,* 
he said
The senate denied Kersten's 
prriprsial to list speafic caxex 
which would fall under the 
hoard X jurisdiction
In response to Kersten. Vice
See SCNAIE poge 2
Wilson’s revised budget could 
bring $1.5 million to Cal Poly
i i ---------------
I'm  just not sure (revised 
budget allocations} w ould  
have an im pact on  CETI. 
W e're still talking to the 
partners that are still 
involved. Both o f them (GTE 
and  Fujitsu) are still com ­
mitted to m aking it work.
-K e n  .Swiyher 
spokevnem for fbe CSU Cboncellor
ly  Jwswy I m  
M y StiH Wnler
Cal Poly could receive about 
$1.5 million for new computers 
and communication technology, if 
ijov. Pete Wilson's recent budget 
revision is approved, according to 
one Cal Poly official
In his May Budget Revise, 
Wilson allocated $2-5 million to 
the CSU system to purchase new 
technology/ equipment Cal Poly 
will see about $1.5 million of that 
sum if the university receives its 
usual 6 percent from the state, 
said .Jerry Hanley, chief informa­
tion officer for Information 
Technology Services.
The state would impose cer­
tain restrictions on how the 
money could be used
*lt depends hoiir’they earmark
it," Hanley .said "Until we see the 
rules, we're not sure how itll he 
spent *
The state could require that 
the universities use the money to 
give the California Educational 
Technology Initiative (CETIl a 
jumpstart.
CETI was delayed when soft­
ware manufacturerr Microsoft and 
Hughes Communications hacked 
out of the agreement with the 
CSU. The four onginal partner« 
— including G'TE and Fujitsu —  
would have entered into an 
unprecedented agreement with 
the CSU to link all 22 campuses 
via high-tech fiber optic lines.
In exchange, the corporate 
partners would have secured 
exclusive rights to market their 
products to CSU students, faculty 
and staff Fears arose about poxsi-
hle limitations on the kinds of 
computer equipment and soft­
ware (!SU would have available 
hy entering into an agreement 
with the corporations.
GTE and P'ujitxu are still 
wra’king on an agreement to pro­
vide the CSU with the funds it 
needs to link the campuses. 'The 
agreement could provide the $240 
to $.'K10 million needed to com­
plete this technology backbone.
Wilson's extra budget allot­
ment isn't enough to divert the 
CSU from partnering with the 
corporate technology industries.
Hanley explained the CSU’s 
continued interest in CETI: "No 
one could find the money on the 
state level."
As an incentive to begin i ’ETI 
projects, the state could require
SeeCETIpogea
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Kona's Ih'li and the ( ’ity of .San 
Luis Ohispri are hutting heads in a 
battle of pnvati? pn-nigative ver­
sus jiuhlic policy
When Kona's dit iderj to renuKl- 
el the rear deck and patio at its 
ihmntown Higuera .Stri*et loca­
tion, the deli ran into some jwol»- 
lems with the Architectural 
Review f'ommission íAR í’t, a 
hoard that must approve any 
remodeling done in the city
A portion of Kona's rear patio, 
though privately owned, is consid- 
i»rr*d a public easement because it 
IS part of the .Mission I5a7.a walk­
way, a path that iolhms San Luis 
Cri-ek through downtown
The easements are owned hy
the husin#*sses along the creek, 
but the city ri*quires a 10-fcsit 
space to hr* set aside for a public 
walkway.
Kona's Ihfli is the last stop on 
this city pathway.
When owner Hrad Schwan 
decid(*d to huild a n(*w wrsiden 
difck overhsiking .San Luis i'rrfek, 
his plans oversU*pjs*d the city's 10- 
frsit Isiundary.
The A R f has now demanded 
that .Schwan change his building 
plans to iK'tter accommodate the 
public.
.Schwan lM*gan planning and 
building the $40,IKK) deck, with 
pressure-trr?ated wikkI, stainless 
st<*<?l screws and special metal 
work, in laic* 1907.
S«e KONA'S page 3
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CF'TI still alive, chancellor says
CSl’ ( ’hancellor Charles H Reed recently updated propress of the 
California F^durational Technolopy Initiative (( ’KTI), and said that the 
('SC would have to accept some financial risk to make the partnership 
work
In April, Reed announced that Microsoft and Huphes w’ould not be 
CF;TI partners, that nepotiations were continuinp with (ITK and Fujitsu 
and that new partners may bt‘ soupht At the 'Prustees meetinp May 18, 
Reed said Microsoft and Huphes saw the deal as more of a vendor-client 
relationship than a partnership, and that they will continue to be ven­
dors
Reed said (ITK remains committed to makinp CETI w’ork and that he 
met with F'ujitsu’s president, who confirmed the company’s commitment. 
He said nepotiations would continue until at least next fall and reiterated 
that there would be a 45-day review period for ('SU constituencies
“I don’t see any alternatives I like this concept, and we need this 
technolopy,” Reed said
Ceremony marks installation of county’s first call boxes
Wednesday marked the installation of the first call boxes in San Luis 
Obispo ('ounty There w’as a celebration at the truck area on the top of 
Cuesta (Jrade where San Luis Obispo Council of Governments delepate 
and ('ounty Ftoard of Supervisors member Mike Ryan presented State 
Senator Jack O’Connell with a ceremonial call box. The new solar- 
charped call box telephones — 120 of them — will help stranded 
motorists pet assistance on hiphways 1, 41, 40 and 101 Motorists can 
use call boxes free of charpe since the propram is funded with a $1 annu­
al fee on motor vehicles repistered in the county
Cal Poly to host straw bale construction symposium
I^eadinp architects and exp<*rienced builders will piiide a two-day 
workshop on buildmp with bales of straw Saturday and Sunday on cam­
pus 'FTie ('aliforma Straw Kale ('onstruction Symposium and Workshop 
will run from 9 80 a m to 8 80 p m both days The workshop will be led 
1m * Cal I'oly architecture professor I’olly ('<K»per, retired architecture pro­
fessor Ken Happard and Hob Theis, an architc'ct and .straw bale buildmp 
expert
Saturday’s workshop will include instruction, slides and di.scussion 
Sunday, participant.  ^will pet .some hands-on experience Experts will al.so 
explore the financial, ecolopical, aesthetic and community benefits of 
iisiiip filwr crops as construction materials
Straw bales are made from otherwise wasted plant stalks left after 
pram is harx'ested Tli€*y offer an environmentally friendly alternative to 
traditional buildmp matenals Tlie bales are affordable and available in 
most repions of North America
Tlie .symposium, offered by the Extended Education office, costs $98 to 
participate both days Repistration is on a first-come, first-serv'e basis 
Call 756-20.58 for more information
SENATE from page 1 Satellite outage wreaks havoc,
from doctors to drug dealers[’ resident of Academic Affairs Juan Cionzalez said, 'Tour intent to limit (the resolution) is choking the life 
o fit "
The .senate will now recom­
mend approval of the grievance 
board to Cal Poly President 
Warren Baker His acceptance 
would .set the board in motion.
Greenwald does not expect 
Baker to take any action until fall 
quarter.
Senators also debated the pro­
posed information Competence 
requirement that would replace 
the defunct computer literacy area 
ofGE&B
In a 17-21 vote, the senate 
opposed further consideration of 
the resolution.
Several senators argued that 
information competence would 
only add another layer to GE&B 
and another inconvenience to aca­
demic departments.
“1 wonder what kind of monster 
we’re creating here,” said crop sci­
ence profes.sor John Phillips.
The resolution would have 
required students to take depart­
ment-approved courses to find, use 
and communicate information in 
various formats.
Although the resolution 
reached the end of its line, 
Greenwald said the Information 
('ornpetence ('ommittee will meet 
again in the fall to consider new 
strategies. The committee hopes to 
work closely with college curricu­
lum committees to draft a re.solu- 
tion with more support, he .said.
The .senate also moved tow’ard 
passing a statement against 
Proposition 227. The “Unz 
Initiative” would ban bilingual 
education in public schwils in favor 
of English-only instruction.
“The initiative pnx'ess is not 
the proper means to determine 
curriculum," the senate’s re.solu- 
tion slates.
The resolution will return for a 
.second vote later this month.
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GREENWICH, Conn. — From 
one end of the continent to the other, 
millions of pagers stopped beeping, 
gas pumps 
w o u l d n ’ t 
take credit *. 
cards and 
TV and radio '  • ’ «
broadcasts were 
knocked off the air — all because a 
single satellite rolled out of position.
It was a .stark demonstration of 
the vulnerability of technology and 
just how depemdent we have become 
on instant communication.
The chaos began Tuesday 
evening when a satellite owned by 
PanAmSat of Greenwich suddenly 
lost track of Earth, knocking out 
service to an estimated 80 percent to 
90 percent of the nation’s 45 million 
or so pagers.
PanAmSat immediately began 
shifting signals onto other 
PanAmSat satellites but .said 
Wednesday that it will take about a 
week to restore service to everyone.
I)(K:tors, midwives, TV meteorol- 
ogi.sts, law officers — even drug 
dealers — .scrambled to find ways to 
cope with the technology meltdown.
Some hospitals turm*d on dusty 
loudspeaker .systems that hadn’t 
been used in years, crt*dit card u.sers 
actually bad to walk into gas sta­
tions and pay an attendant, and 
peiiple wbo art* u.sed to going out 
while they are on call had to stay by
the phone.
Ralph Griffith of Plano, Tfexas, 
was among those who stayed clo.se 
to home. He was waiting to hear 
aliout the lung transplant he needs. 
“I don’t think I’m going to leave until 
this is straightened out," he said.
The $250 million Galaxy IV 
satellite rotated out of its proper 
position after its onlxiard computer 
control .sy.stem and a backup system 
failed.
PanAmSat said such an outage 
was unprecedented. The overall' 
indu.stiy loss of satellites in orbit is 
less than 1 percent over the last five 
years.
“It’s a real longshot,” said 
Frederick Landman, chief executive 
and president.
PanAmSat would not say how 
many customers were affected. But 
Scott Baradell, a spokesman for 
Tbxas-based pager service PageNet, 
estimated that 80 percent to 90 per­
cent of the nation’s pager users lost 
.service.
I^andman said the paging indus­
try relies .so heavily on the satellite 
because of its power and its central 
location over the continent. The 
satellite stays in orbit 22,800 miles 
up, approximately over Kansas, an 
attractive spot for gnnind-based .sta­
tions to point at.
PanAmSat said that it does not 
know why the computer system 
faik*d but that it has virtually ruled 
out sabotage or the po.ssibility that 
the .saU'Ilite was hit by .‘something in 
spao*.
CETI from page J
that the campu.ses spend the sur­
plus money, for example, on .soft­
ware to supplement the lack of a 
software manufacturer in the 
agreement now that Micro.soft has 
backed out
“They might encourage the 
campu.ses to spend it in that direc­
tion,” Hanley .said.
Without a ( ’ ETI-type agree­
ment, the rS l l  would bt> unable to 
afford the technology upgrade 
demanded to accommodate fiber­
optic communications between 
the campuses.
Wil.son is allotting $256 mil­
lion total to the ('SU  .system for a 
variety of u.ses.
“There are many parts of 
(Wilson’s) budget." Ken Swisher, a 
spokesman for the ( ’SU
('hancellor, said. “The part that’s 
designated for (technology)
upgrades is less than 10 percent
of that increa.se."
Swisher said the state budget 
allocations to the ('SU  may not 
change ( ’ETI.
“I’m just not sure that that 
would have an impact on CETI," 
he said. “We’re still talking to the 
partners that are still involved. 
Both of them (GTE and Fujitsu) 
are still committed to making it 
work."
Swisher would not say if the 
('SU  is Imiking for a Microsoft and 
Hughes replacement.
“Anything that happc*ns will 
he pushed back until fall," 
Swisher said.
After an agreement is reacht*d 
with the eSU  and the corpora­
tions, each campus will be given a 
45-day period to review the condi­
tions of the agreement. Swisher 
.said no decision on ('E T I would be 
made without input from the 
campu.ses.
7, 14 or 19 meals a 
week • no dirty“We offer you 
what the others 
can’t...
healthy choices 
no grocery shopping • near campus 
beautiful creekside setting • private 
bedrooms • large shared bedrooms • active social program 
• no utility bills • housekeeping assistance: we clean your 
bathroom and common areas every week • 24-hr on-site 
management • heated swimming pool • basketball court • study 
halls • free tutoring • fitness center • rec room • laundry 
facilities • computer lab • lounge area with big screen TV • study 
lounge • academic year lease • reasonable b C S t
rates • caring staff • make friends ' '  * ,
that will last a liletime in Student housing!”
♦  f S t e n n e r Q l e n  ♦
lOSO Foothill Boulevard • 805.S44.4S40 • www.slennerglen.com
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Melting a masterpiece
Daily pKoto by Moft Warren
Eric Meisfer creates a candle masterpiece at the Spring Craft Fair in the U.U. 
Plaza Wednesday. Students can mix an array of scents and colors to make 
their own waxy works of art today at the fair.
The new $20 looks different, 
but spends just like the old
ly  Dflve Skidmore
Assodoted Press
WASHINGTON — A now $‘20 
bill is coming; with hi^h-tech fea­
tures desinned to trip up comput­
er-savvy counterfeiters. Mut the 
change pt‘ople will notice first is 
the larger and slightly off-center 
portrait of Andrew .lackson
The new |x>rtrait, like the ohl, 
is hastnl on 
a drawing
from about . ,
1H20. Hut Nation
it s a close-up \
and shows the 
nation's seventh 
president with darker hair than 
the earlier version. The view on 
the hack depicts the White Mouse 
from the north rather than from 
the .‘«outh.
Most of the changes are more 
than cosmetic. They're aime<l at 
bogus hill makers armed with 
increasingly sophisticated color 
copiers, computer .scanners, color 
ink jet printers and publishing- 
grade software.
“As we ... raise the hurdle even 
higher for criminals, we ensure 
that our currency remains 
respected and trusted around the 
globe,” said Treasury Secretary 
Robert Rubin, who unveiled the 
new design Wednesday with 
Federal Reserve Chairman Alan 
Greenspan.
The features include:
• A watermark to the right of 
the portrait and in its shape, only 
smaller, visible when the bill is 
held up to light.
• An embedded polymer secu­
rity thread to the far left of the
portrait “USA TWKNTY" and a 
flag are printed on the thread 
When exjxi.sed to ultraviolet light, 
the thread glows green
• A numeral on the lower right 
corner of the front printed in 
color-shifiing ink that lixiks grtnui 
when viewed straight on and 
black wben viewed from an angle.
• Very fine lines around 
dack.Min's portrait and the picture 
of the White Hou.se. When dupli- 
cateil on a ropier, the lines come 
out in a wavy moire pattern.
• The words “Ihiited States of 
America'' in microprinting visible 
with a magnifying gla.ss along the 
lower lefl rim of dackson's [xirtrait 
and microprinted “USA" within 
the numeral 20 in the lower lefi
The bills shouldn't .seem that 
different from the notes already in 
American.s'wallets The same cot- 
ton-linen pafHT is used and the 
same colors
“It is the same easily recogniz­
able 'greenback' known around 
tbe world," Rubin said at a cere­
mony at the Hureau of Kngraving 
and Printing.
The new notes will begin circu­
lating in the fall. Old $20s will be 
recirculated until they wear out, 
on average in about two years. 
Those notes will he legal tender 
indefinitely.
“The United States has always 
honored its currency at its full 
face value, no matter how old,” 
Greenspan said.
The government began 
redesigning U S. folding money 
with the introduction of a $100 
note with Benjamin Franklin in 
March 1996 and the $50 bill with 
Ulysses S. Grant last October.
KONA^S from page  /
Rebuilding and restructuring 
the almost-completed deck has 
cost him approximately .$16,500 
more, he said
Schwan received a building 
permit that allowed him to build a 
wooden deck instead of the brick 
deck that the city wanted. Hut the 
permit did not allow him to do all 
of the remodeling he actually did
Now Schwan is trying to get 
official approval to complete the 
existing deck, without fulfilling 
the city’s recpiests, or at least by 
making .some sort of a compromi.se 
with the city.
At Tuesday’s City Council 
meeting, Schwan formally asked 
for a continuance on approving his 
deck after Mayor Allen Settle 
asked him to try and work it out 
with the City staff,
“I spent so much time working 
on the patio plans, and in W  min­
utes, (the ARC) redesigned my 
project and made a mess of it," 
Schwan said.
The ARC wants three main 
things before it will approve the 
plan:
• The addition of |H*rmanent 
benches and possibly tables for 
public u.se.
• The widening of the steps 
leading to the patio to give the 
general public the feeling they 
have access, not just patrons of 
the restaurant.
• The posting of a sign to let 
the public know it is okay to go 
through the area and sit along the 
patio.
City Development Review 
Manager Ron Whi.senand is most 
concerned with keeping the walk­
way open to the public.
“Mission I’laza is an important
pedestrian area, and it is our job 
to ensure that the peo|)le can 
enjoy the entire' F'laza,” he said.
Schwan said he doe'sn’t want to 
add permanent benches because 
he feels it will encourage people to 
sleep on them
“.San Luis Obispo has a visible 
homeless pofnilation. I see them 
(»very morning when I come to 
work," he said. “1 don't want that 
on my restaurant patio. Hut I do 
encourage anyone to conu' and sit 
here, even if they don’t buy a 
sandw'ich from me I don’t have a 
problem with that; the more peo­
ple the better I do have a problem 
with the ones who cause prob­
lems."
Whisenand said he doesn’t see 
the benches as a problem.
“1 spend a lot of time in 
Mission Hla/.a, and I don’t think 
permanent benches behind Kona’s 
would be any more encouraging to 
the homeless sleeping there than 
any of the other benches around 
there," Whisenand said
Schwan is also worried about 
possible vandalism to the chairs or 
tables.
Whisenand said he didn’t see 
much vandalism around town, but 
po.'jed a (piestion: "What if the 
chairs aren’t permanent, where do 
the peofile sit when Kona’s is 
closed, before they bring the 
chairs out’.'"
.Schwan also disagrees with the 
citv’s requirement to |)ut an “ojK'n 
to the |)ublic" sign on the patio.
“No one el.se has to do that," 
Schwan said, referring to other 
businesses along the creekside 
walkway.
Whi.senand said it would be 
unfair not to let people know the 
area was for public u.se.
“I’ersonally, I would be di.scour-
i C
I spent 50 much time 
working on the patio 
plans, and in 30 
minutes, (the ARC) 
redesigned my project 
and made a mess of it
--Brad .Schwan 
Kona's Del i owner
------------------------------------------------------? ?
aged from walking onto Kona’s 
patio, since the deck looks like it’s 
for customers only," he said. 
“Hecau.se of the sudden change 
from brick to wood, it looks like 
the path has endi'd — unless there 
is a sign there."
.Schwan said the whole prob­
lem is more a matter of principle 
than anything el.se.
"The city is trying to claim the 
projierty as theirs, but only 10 h'et 
of it is. They want to tell me what 
to put on my patio, and how wide 
the steps are, and what signs to 
use, but where will it end’'" 
.Schwan asked “Once they gi't 
their foot in the door, what el.se 
can they make businesses do''" 
Whi.senand said the city is only 
protecting the public that should 
have use of the natural beauty 
along the I’la/.a.
"This is a multiple-u.se area. 
There are conllicting interests 
here, but there is al.so a public pol­
icy which states that the ea.semeiit 
must l>e available for public u.se, 
and the restaurant shouldn’t hin­
der the public from enjoying the 
space that was .set aside for them." 
Whi.senand said.
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Up to twice as fast 
as the Pentium II.
Including laptops.
Buy a Power Macintosh G3 desktop or minitower.
The Power Macmlosh* G 3 is the fastest personal computer we've 
ever txHt Faster than Pent um H/300 With the txut'Sh PowerPC G 3 
processor at its heart, ttie Power Macintosh G 3 connects quickly to the 
Internet, opens PC files with ease, «xreases personal productivity, 
arxl unlocks creativity— at a surprisingly affordable price.
Pick one of these. Free.
When y a j purchase a Power Macintosh G 3 desktop or 
minitower computer from March 16 through June 19,
1998 you can also choose one of tliese three powerful 
add-ons at no addit onal cost
r Maemtoeh <i$
I IMeMtoah 9**MAp*
□  32MB of Additional 
Memory
Add this, and ya r have the 
bandwidth to access the 
Internet while running mLiltiple 
software applications It also 
lets you work with high end 
multimedia/pubiishing 
applications and s q u ^ z e  
every ounce of performance 
out of feature-rich word 
processing and spreadsheet 
software or CD -R O M s. 
(Instalation not included)
□  Virtual PC with 
Windows 95
Just add Virtual FO" 
no problem to run pcipular FY3 
programs on your Mac *
and it 's
□ AppleCare’  Service Plan
V\^’ii be there when you need 
us. This option increar , s your 
service coverage to a total 
of three years— two years 
longer than your standard 
service agreement.
'0«p«e% M«« eeeerwefy
Call 1- 800- 277-5356 to learn more about Apple's stuejent loan program.
% '• .♦f .*n .** ^ «fwi yt^ Afi*“ <f Vji Mie  ^ r* ■*#*'*'».* ■
Iff K .et • t« I  ^ feLen«V. *.»• ’ .
A. 'i. a ‘♦*1 f » f I» — ?? r%- ■
*• • I e* ' k e *.♦•••#•» e**' > «j ve» -.»a .
• .ti • •
<• W f  r* y»
For m ore details call the Tech 
Center at (8 0 5 ) 7 5 6 - 5 3 1 1
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C o l u m n
Questioning authority
There’s something on campus whichmakes students blind to what passes hy every year literally right under 
their noses here at Cal I’oly. Administration, 
believe me, I'm on to you...
Fellow students, remember when there 
was a time when you were aware of all the 
i.s.^ ues within the campus community? You 
remember the heated debates that’ve taken 
place in the senate over the past couple years, 
or behind its clo.sed doors? »Just a guess, but 
iiio.st of you would probably have to answer no.
So what does go on behind 
the closed door.3...?
Tins guy, we’ll call him Mr. 
X, said there’s a higher power 
allowing the campus agenda to 
mil the way it does — whether 
that’s good or bad deptaids on 
your view of “things.” This 
power may come in the least 
suspected form, In fact, you 
may have already had a taste 
of it.
Maybe I’m just a paranoid 
gossip hound who’s susceptible 
to these interesting little quips 
I might al.so have an over active imagina­
tion
Ihit what if 1 were to tell you that the 
I ’epsi products we’re provided with contain a 
chemical cunently lieing tested by the 
.•\dministration on Cal I’oly students. What if 1 
told you the known side effects of this sub­
stance, commonly called hyjH'r-conformity, 
were lack of extracurricular time, decrea.sed 
inteiest in politics, general ohliviousne.ss and 
the ovenvhelming tendency to just accept and 
cooperate. Would you bi-lieve me?
You’re probably thinking “this guy’s nuts” 
(.see. I’m omniscient) and “lay off the tired 
I’epsi topic,” aren’t you. For illustration pur- 
})oses, how many students (iid the I’epsi move­
ment upset and how many of those students 
actually filed grievances with the university or 
with Foundation? Many letters were published 
in Mustang Daily exhibiting a staunch disap­
proval for the alleged “I’epsi deal.” And many 
still wander around campus thinkin’, “Wliero’s 
the cok» .’” Hut this isn’t aboui naicotics.
Hegardk'ss, everyone should be aware of 
what goes on beyond our microperspective 
vision of ('al I’oly — especially in light of this 
toxic chemical
As the years pass by, so do cases of rapt*, 
di.scrimination, sexism, elitism, exploitation, 
narrow-mindedness — and the list goes on... 
They pa.ss by students, parents and donors 
completely undetected. Most of you students 
n//oii the.se cases to slide, not having luiy clue 
as to what’s really going on — obliviousness.
Don’t worry, you aren’t to blame. You didn’t 
know any better ... but you do now?
Tins chemical infiltrating the minds of Cal 
I’oly students is al.so non-molecular (it’s not 
physical), .so it’s really eva.sive — difficult to 
di'tect Hut imagine what might happen if this 
stuff leaked into the real world. Actually, 
rumor has it — it aln*ady has...
The chemical, though, is only part of the 
(iroblem Tin* real need for action lies within 
the v**ry «■ntity that created it — the 
Administration.
The “jMiIitics,” or rather the tactias they use 
are ingenious and allow almost no room for 
change, 'nie revolving door constiuitly whizzes 
around in circles both w'ithin the .senate and 
A.SI keeping the vault dinir, with their careful­
ly guarded .secrets, virtually impenetrable.
( >nce most students become privy to its work­
ings, they vacate and are unable to act. Tliis is 
whv decisions get made without us (the .stu­
dents)
lirtid Dtti'is a Daily Copy E d ito r  
and journalism senior.
The skinny on campus flesh
By Jaime Borasi
Forget all the nonsense about blooming 
flowers, sunshine and outdoor pastimes, 
this time of year Ixiils down to one thing; 
sex. And what lx*tter to remind people of 
.sex, than exposed human anatomy?
The annual battle of the flesh is on and 
once again it’s taken the sunshine by storm 
along every Cal Poly thoroughfare. It’s final­
ly springtime and the thought of practically 
nude men and women strolling about cam­
pus has gotten most of us through the chilly 
winter months.
T>) tl If ladies in particular; If you haven’t 
already entered yourself in the contest, now 
may lx? the time to give your most promis­
ing physical feature a whirl. Go ahead, 
flaunt your stuff and see how well you’re 
received around campus. You can’t win if 
you don’t play.
If you want to lure passersby, really get 
them to stare, one piece of advice: Forget all 
that your parents tried to teach you about 
style and cla.ss and adopt the theory that 
less is more.
Put your insecurities aside and just go 
with the flow. Don’t be hesitant, a lot of 
other people are doing it too. Show everyone 
else what’s been hiding underneath that 
wool sweater all winter. Show them what 
you’re made of, literally.
I wish I had a phenomenal bod like 
some of the dishes oat there willing to bare 
all. Tliey have the liberty to put together 
ensembles that challenge the meaning of 
the word fashion.
A favorite of mine is the especially bind­
ing tank top which exposes each and every 
curve and peak above the waist. I feel for 
anyone who tries to talk to these mid- 
drifters about something .serious when
boobs and tummy are staring them down.
Another popular item of apparel is the 
shorts that get lost in the fanny when the 
individual tries to sit down. These people 
must have to call in a proctologist midway 
through the day to fish those suckers from 
the depths. Can that be comfortable?
Finally, herein lies the true talent. 
Stardom awaits you in the fashion world if 
you can combine the extra short shorts and 
the too tight tank top and throw them 
together with a pair of really uncomfortable, 
big, clunky shoes. Voila! If you can make it 
across campus in those shoes, you’ve creat­
ed a masterpiece.
What’s the intent behind these flesh 
field days? Tb look respectable? Tb cool off, 
perhaps? Tb win over someone’s emotions 
with charm, wit and intelligence while they 
stare blankly at your bulging chest? I think 
not.
Just admit it girls, sometimes having 
sex appeal just feels good. Having more of it 
than the competition sitting right next to 
you in the U.U. feels even better.
We’re all happy that little twit El Niño is 
finally out of the picture. With more sun­
shine in store, we’re assured more fantastic 
flesh to feast our eyes on both on and off 
campus. Get ready.
On behalf of myself and all of the men 
and women out there who “just can’t help 
but look,” I want to extend a warm thanks 
to all of the fashion pioneers who continu­
ously remind us that sex is just an article of 
clothing away.
pJaime Borasi is the very troubled 
Daily Opinion Editor whose physi­
cal attributes incluele back fat.
Mustang Daily welcomes and encourages contributions from readers. Letters 
should be submitted complete with name^ major or department^ class standing 
and telephone number. We reserve the right to edit grammar, spelling errors 
and length without changing the meaning of what is written. Letters sent via e- 
mail will be given preference and can be sent to: Jborasi@polymail.calpoly.edu. 
Fax your contribution to 7S6-6784 or drop letters by Building 26, Suite 226.
In  school; out poverty
Editor^
Let’s face the fact that there is unequal 
funding in our education system. The 
term equality, does not exist when it 
comes to comparing K-12 education.
Some schools fix>m poor districts do not 
have a lot to offer compared to schools of 
wealthier districts. Schools from wealthy 
districts have clean classrooms, good 
teachers, advanced courses and education­
al resources. In contrast, some schools 
from poor school districts fail to provide 
students with academic courses. Rather 
they have classes like woodshop, home­
making and others. Now how in the world 
is a student from a school like this sup­
posed to compete with other students fi-om 
wealthier schools? How is a student from 
a school with a dangerous environment 
supposed to want to study and learn when 
he/she is worried about whether he/she 
will get home without getting beaten up? 
The answer is obvious.
School in America is designed for mid­
dle class people. Notice I did not say that 
school is designed for white, middle-class 
[leople. Minority students raised in an 
upper class atmosphere are more likely to 
be academically oriented. The solution to 
our educational system seems obvious. 
Right!? All we need to do is to raise every 
student in a middle class environment 
and then all of our educational problems 
will be solved. Well, I’m sorry to say that 
is a not realistic. However, I do see that 
it’s realistic to provide opportunities for 
students from poor communities, mem­
bers of minorities and those that face spe­
cial disadvantages.
For many students, college is the only 
way of get out of poverty and often, a 
chaotic atmosphere. I want to remind you 
all out there that not everyone is as fortu­
nate as we might think and that it is not 
okay to ignore one another.
Jorge Baca is a soil science 
sophomore.
Zingg restored my faith
Editor^
I was impressed by Christine Lawlor’s 
article about Paul Zingg. Although I’ve 
never met the man, I sure do appreciate 
the image of the Provost, picking up pieces 
of trash as he walks along.
Years ago, I used to go on long walks in 
L.A. with my dad. He was always bending 
over picking up the odd candy wrapper or 
paper cup. One day I asked him, “Daddy, 
why are you always picking up that 
trash?”
“I like to keep the neighborhood clean,” 
he told me.
“But this isn’t our neighborhood,” I 
said. “We live five miles from here.”
“I don’t care,” my dad said. “I just pick 
it up anyhow.”
After awhile, I started to pick up trash 
as we walked too. It seemed kind of crazy 
at first, but I started to enjoy it.
Now I see Provost Paul Zingg doing 
the same thing. It makes me proud to be a 
Cal Poly student again. From now on. I’m 
going to pick up some trash every day 
when I’m walking on campus. I invite 
everyone to join me. Let’s show some real 
.school spirit. Just do it.
Thm Orgen is an agriculture 
grad student.
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Go ahead and 
drink the water
Bay Área cruwd  , '.v .'ht: ..:jund of Dave







Chelsea Clinton, a birthday
and more than tfiree hour's o f live music made up 
the Dave Matthews Hand concert last Sunday at 
Shoreline Amphitheater in Mountain View.
The band started its “Hefoi'e These Crowded 
Streets” tour on May Ih in Seattle, Wash, ntaking 
its way down to (hrlifornia to rock the Bay Area.
Taj Mahal and The Phantom Blues opened up 
the night with a jazz-like sound. The theater 
began to fill up during this first act as people of 
all ages wandered in to find the perfect spot.
While Taj Mahal jammed, people hopped into 
long lines to either get ID’s checked for the night, 
munch on some smelly garlic 
fries or simply relieve themselves 
at the nearest bathroom.
Kven President Bill Clinton’s 
little girl snagged a peek at Dave 
Matthews Band from the cheap 
seats. As people settled in their 
seats, ('helsea ('linton was spot­
ted wandering through the lawn 
seats with her boyfriend and a lone security 
guard. Two college-age guys screamed to her, 
“C'helsea we love you.” She replied with a smile, “I 
love you too.”
As the sun set behind the hills, the lights in 
the theater dimmed and vanished and the crowd 
began to scream in anticipation for the headlining 
band.
Dave Matthews Band opened with ‘‘Rapunzel,” 
a song off the band’s newest album, “Before These 
Crowded Streets,” which was released in April. 
The theater was packed with people of all types, 
including a four-month-old baby sleeping in her 
mother’s swaying arms.
The concert-goers on the lawn were surprising­
ly mellow for the amount of energy this band 
unleashed on its audience.
Right from the start, violinist Boyd Tinsley 
began to break strings off his bow while he rocked 
back and forth almost drowning himself in the 
music. Tinsley’s aggressive style caused him to go 
through about four bows over the course of the 
show.
Later on in the concert, the band surprised 
Tinsley by having the entire audience sing
<■•> * -iV .-.-i*,y» 4 A
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Lawn-seat people could catch a close-up with the aid from a huge on-stage video screen
“Happy Birthday" to him. As the band began to 
play the traditional birth song, Matthews said, 
“Thanks for coming to help celebrate Tinsley 
birthday with us, everybody sing.” Someone off­
stage brought out a cake for Tinsley and the 
crowd sang to him while he passed out hugs all 
around.
The band continued to play most of the songs 
off its newest album like, “The Last Stop,” “Don’t 
Drink the Water” and “Crush.” They also played 
all-time favorites from older albums, “Recently," 
“Under the Table and Dreaming” and “Crash.”
The crowd seemed very pleased with the older 
selections like “Lie in our Graves”, “Too Much” 
and “Typical Situation,” and sang in unison to 
choruses.
Matthews would oflen talk to the crowd and 
thank everyone for showing up, as though it were 
a favor.
Matthews sang with passion, occasionally rais­
ing his right eye­
brow with a mis­
chievous look. He 
never stopped 
groovin’ to the beat 
with his little 
Irish-jig step.s.
All the band 
members got a 
chance to ba.sk in 
the .spotlight with 
individual jams. 
Bass player Stefan 
Ix*ssard gave the 
crowd a show with 





dres.sed in a black 
bandanna and a 
smile, often stole 
the show with his
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enthusiasm and endurance. Sax player Leroi 
Moore oflen started up a song with his recogniz­
able toots on the horn.
The band said its pseudo good byes to the rag­
ing crowd before the encore. They let the crowd 
continue to scream for their return and flickers of 
individual lighters began to spread over the 
crowd.
The band finished up with one of its most pop­
ular tunes, “Crash Into Me” off its “Crash” album, 
and another full-energy song which allowed the 
crowd to have one last 
glimpse of the multi-instru- 
mental band.
“Goodnight everybody; 
thanks for coming out. See 
ya’ next time,” Matthews 
said. The lights went back 
on at 11:45 p.m., and the 
party was over.
According to its Website,
Dave Matthews Band had its 
first gig on May 11, 1991 at 
a party on the roof of an 
apartment building in 
Charlottesville. Matthews 
put the band together him- -
self by recruiting all the 
members, including then 15-year-old Stefan 
Lessard.
Matthews said the band’s music draws from 
the folk traditions of many cultures from around 
the globe.
The band’s music is about: “Bringing people 
together and lifting spirits. It’s a good focus; to try 
to bring people together rather than separate 
them ”
The band first became well known in the 
southeast states, and its music began to spread 
across the country, helping it land its first big gig 
with the HORDK festival in 199.‘1.
The tour will continue through the United 
States and parts of Fmrope ending in Raleigh,
N.C. on Aug. 16.
Matthews sang with 
passion, occasionally 
raising his right eye­
brow with a mischievous 
look. He never stopped 
groovin' to the beat with 
his little Irish jig steps.




Everyone has had a 
night when all they 
wanted to do was park 
themselves in front of the 
tube for hours and watch 
stupid characters prance 
around onscreen.
Sometimes, not 
even the TV pro­
vides an opportuni­
ty for escape, and 
since a book is obviously out 
of the question, sleep 
becomes the next best thing. 
That was the case however, until the 
Internet came along.
By now, every college student in this 
country has been subjected to sermons 
about how the World Wide Web is going to 
revolutionize communications in the 
Millenium (assuming their computers sur­
vive the Y2K problem). It’s time to ask 
yourself if you believe it.
The Internet is an important research 
tool at Kennedy Library, but w'hat about 
its entertainment value?
After you’ve exhausted the nearly infi­
nite number of Leonardo DiCaprio web 
pages, (remember, this is entertainment) 
the mind yearns for some real sustenance. 
However, I recommend the college student 
approach: junk food. While the following 
sites may not enhance anyone’s intelli­
gence. they will likely entertain. Consider 
this the empty calories of the Web. Don’t 
spoil your dinner.
The CIA Kids Page
h(fp: /  /  www.odci.gov ! da I ciakids I index, html
Apparently the CIA likes to start ‘em 
young, as this site aptly demonstrates. 
Clicking on different parts of the picture 
links to another part of the site.
Make sure to check out the “What is 
Intelligence?" link. I think that’s where it 
explains how the CIA was caught off 
guard by India’s underground nuclear 
tests last week.
This page should be fine for kids of all
ages, but it scares me to think that people 
like Ted Kazcinsky had access to this kind 
of high-security government spy stuff.
L etterman’s Top Ten
http:! /marketing.cbs.com Ilatenight /lates 
how / top 10 ! lastnight





Brian show an insult to your intelligence, 
never fear, you can always check out 
Letterman’s Top Ten archives on the Web. 
These are pretty self-explanatory, but the 
Web doesn’t have Letterman’s comic tim­
ing. Or the gapped teeth.
Mr. Showbiz
http :! ! www.mrshowhiz.com
Interested in celebrities’ lives? Well,
when Entertainment 
Tonight isn’t on, 
check out Mr. 
Showbiz, a site that 
provides gossip, 
news and features from the film and 
music industry.
Reviews, links to stars’ homepages and 
so many quickly-readable celebrity inter­
view's you want to throw up -  Mr. Showbiz 
is the one-stop glitz entertainment site.
BeZerk
http:! I www.bezerk.com
If you’ve never played “You Don’t Know- 
Jack," you don’t know what you’re miss­
ing. Don’t make a habit out of this, but go 
to BeZerk and download the game and get 
some friends together and play ... for 
hours. This game is one of the 
smartest trivia games around.
Think of preparation for your 
appearance on College Jeopardy.
21 to get in and there’s not cover, but this 
site boasts a large drink database, includ­
ing recipes for all the favorites and some 
of the ones you 
always wanted to 
try but couldn’t 
think to ask for.
As a sidebar, 
after you’ve perused 
the drink selections, 
go to the tips on 
how to recover from a hangover. Like a 




Monty Python’s official site, dedicated 
to the antics of Britain’s infamous comedy 
troupe. In answer to your obvious ques­
tion, yes, they have SPAM.
Amused.com
http :! /www.amused.com
This site is a good launching point for 
some of the best time-wasters on the Web. 
Check out their links to online games and 
even send a friend a cheesy poofs greeting 
card from the mature (leople at South 
Tark.
This site offers a lot of interactive 
links, so plan on spending a little getting 
your feet wet. There’s too much here for 
just one visit.
If you hate these recommendations, the 
best way to begin your own search is to 
get on one of the w’eb’s many search 
engines and click on the links to enter­
tainment. Doubtless, there will be some­
thing there to suit even the most discern­
ing procrastinator.
The V irtual Bar
http :! ! www.TheVirtualBar.com 
This site is all about responsi­
ble drinking. You don’t have to be
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Caffe Brio serves the most 
natural Italian cuisine on the 
Centred Coast, including 
fresh baked focaccias arrd 
breads, bakery goods, 
sauces, soups and dressings. 
Virtually everythirrg is made 
fredt daily.
1 2  0  3  M A R S H
(Comer of Johnson A Marsh 
Around from Scolan's)
San Luis Obispo • 541-5282
PARK FREE! W A L K  T O  D O W N T O W N  a u
9 am to 9:30 pm»7 days A/woys Frcsb & Naturol
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Keep KCPR barkin’
K(TR 30lh anniversary and fund raising week
Little do most Cal Poly students know that they possess an 
extensive piece of history on their very own campus. Some know 
it as the birth place of “Weird" AI Yankovich, the (brieO stomp­
ing of R.E.M.’s Peter Buck, or even place that trained the man 
who found Dave Matthews Band; but to about 100 current Cal 
Poly students it is simply known as KCPR 91.3 FM, Burnt Dog 
Radio.
This week, happening right now, KCPR presents its annual 
Pledge Week, celebrating 30 years of award winning college 
radio. Having started as a senior project in 1968, KCPR has 
become nationally recognized for challenging its listeners in 
quest for the most eclectic varieties of music available. O f 
course, KCPR can never please everyone, but it can provide 
music of nearly every genre. From jazz to alternative country, 
KCPR does everything in its power to educate, inform and 
entertain.
Run entirely by students, KCPR is a non-profit organization 
and all additional funds-not provided by state or school-are 
from private donations. Yet there are benefits for those who 
donate. KCPR will offer membership cards with a list of local 
businesses who have donated assorted discounts and free items. 
All donations will help to continue the excellence for those mad- 
capped DJs.
Please tune into 91..3 FM or call 756-5277 for more informa­
tion Help the Burnt Dog keep its alternative bark.
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Let's Go Bowling: Mr. Twist
This eight-piece ensemble, hailing 
from Fresno, constitutes one of the 
premier ska bands in the U S. For 
the last 12 years, LGB has been 
dishing out their energetic blend 
of old school horns and a new 
school approach to unsuspecting 
ska fanatics.
Stillpoint: Maps Without Edges
Brit-piercussionist Eddy Sayer's 
collaboration with Martin Franklin 
of TUU and performance artist 
Nick Parkin, delivers a deeply 
ambient release, dense in texture 
and mtKxd. "(Maps Without 
Edges) has a sense of expansive­
ness...cultures spilling out.."
T  h  tf V  e  t t  i c  a  I I r i s
ZoeMagic: The Vertical Iris
San Francisco's mysterious M.R. 
Rosa seamlessly mixes the classic 
ZoeMagic catalog, previously 
unavailable on CD, with this 
release. Northern California's rich 
heritage of art supplies the struc­
ture necessary for the revolution to 
take place.
Todd Snider: viva satellite
It takes a whole lot of shakin' to 
shake Snider up these days. He's 
laded. A lot of bands have attitude, 
some have sex-appeal, maybe even 
depth, but Snider is the complete 
combination. He is tall and tousled 
with a lanquid grace and keen wit 
and he loves to play nKk 'n' roll
Wayne Horvitz and Zonv Mash: C(»ld 
Spell
Just jazz. No. Jazzy kind of funk, 
with a HamiTKnd b-3 organ accen­
tuating harmonious mekxly lines in 
a siTKXith rhythmic manner. With 
swinging jazz drum beats to bnng 
up the rear, this album is perfect for 
relaxing {xvilside on a lazy day.
Women find a moving medium
ly Leslie Steveas
____ A rh  Weekly Writer
The newest art medium, computer- 
animated film, came to life during last 
weekend’s Animation & Fmtertainment 
Technology (AF3T) F'e.stival in the U.U.
The controversy surrounding women 
in the medium was the focus of the 
event’s keynote speaker.
Attendance was light, and the sponsor 
for the computer print-art show pulled 
out of the event at the last minute, but 
those who went to the festival still got a 
good deal. They had a chance to play the 
latest computer games, view almost four 
hours of spectacularly creative computer- 
animated film, and see and hear Trina 
Robbins’ history and commentary on the 
evolution of female comic characters —  
all for free.
The AET Festival was held in conjunc­
tion with the San Luis Obispo Computer 
Animation Festival (SLOCAF), which 
included showings of Odyssey’s “Best of 
Mind’s Eye" presentation at the Palm 
Theatre on Friday night.
SLOCAF organizer Brad Brown was 
also responsible for bringing Robbins and
----------------------------------------------------------
The point was you could do 
these things if you worked at 
it, and girls could be as good  




most of the off-campus material to the 
AET Festival.
Brown described some of the things 
that go into making computer-animated 
film or video*
“It has motion like ballet, images like 
photography, color like painting, stories 
like theater and music like symphony —  
all these elements are combined in one 
aspect." he said.
All of these elements and more were
evident in the sample 
screenings of computer- 
animated shorts developed 
hy both student and profes­
sional artists. The variety 
of subjects and expression 
through the use of color, 
motion and sounds was 
amazing, and the humor 
presented in the cartoons 
was fresh and funny.
W o m e n  i n  c o m i c s
The controversial side of 
computer animation was 
brought out in speaker 
'Trina Robbins’ slide show 
history and commentary of 
female cartoon characters 
Saturday afternoon in the 
U.U., entitled “The 
Changing Image of Women in Comics; 
From Kewpies to Bad Girls — and 
Beyond?"
Robbins, a self-described “writer, 
illustrator, lecturer, historian and super 
heroine," chronicled the changing images 
of women as depicted in comics from the 
turn of the century to the present.
Rohbins called the 1940s “a fabulous
and £-«»ruinmant 
c  T»<*»no»OfT f•Um l 
IS.I* M»*
Cal
You missed it! But 
keep your eyes 
open for future ani­
mation festivals The 
AET Festival was 





films and keynot 
speaker Trino 
Robbins who spoke 
on the role of 
women in the new 
medium
time for female role models " Women 
went to work as the men went to war. and 
comics reflected the new “sup<*r woman" 
image. Characters with names like “Miss 
Fury," “Black Cat" and “W'onder W’oman," 
performed daring, but humanly possible, 
feats of strength and bravery, and
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ANIMATION from A3
if you worked at it, and girls could 
bt* as gcx>d as boys as long as they 
worked at it," Ri»bbins explained.
She also drew a strong correla­
tion between the hyper-sexual 
“Bad Girl” images in todays 
comics and the images of women 
commonly shown in the new com­
puter-animated cartoons.
Examples shown of ‘90s-style 
women included “Lady Death," 
who lives in hell and wears a pic­
ture of a skull on her crotch. 
“.Angel." who is dres.>;t*d in a skin­
tight white costume splattered 
with blood, and "('at Woman." 
whose enormous breasts would 
put Dolly I’.irton to shame.
It is characters like the.^e in 
computer-animatcxl cartixins and 
games who concern female 
•ictivists like Robbins and others 
who don't want to sih* the new 
1 omputer-ba.<«-d medium dominat­
ed by men pushing lantasies of .«ex 
and vioU'iic»'
Bmwii wants to make sure the 
computtT-animation field lH*coiiies 
ojx-n and accessible to diflerent 
vu-w |x»ints
"It IS a very exciting medium It 
1.« kind ol like photography at the 
lM‘gmning ol the century." Brown 
.-.nd “I am hoping mon* women 
will get involved in computer digi­
tal art It IS a new vision and defi­
nitely iumhIs a.«- manv |x»ints of 
view as jxissible "
('omputer animation is already 
.is.«(Kiate<l with lutunstic images 
.ind ttH’hnolog> Brown is worru*d 
the new medium is becoming loo 
narrow ly defined
If you s«*e images often enough 
in a ■ ertain nu'dium. you are going 
to .is.«(K’iate that nuKlium with 
that image." Bniwn .«aid. “If the.«e
things show up in computer ani­
mation all the time, people will 
associate computer animation 
with exphxiing spacecraft. This 
medium is too powerful to be 
pigeon-holed when shown in only 
one w’ay.”
Brown said about 25 to 30 per­
cent of the people attending the 
two-day festival were women.
She summarized the current 
situation within the computer-ani­
mation industry.
“ It IS a male ba.stion. Some pc*o- 
ple do not want it to change. As 
Trina (Robbins) mentioned, there 
is nMim for everything.
“There is definite pro|x*nsity to 
restrict access or promote matenal 
that normally would go to women," 
Brown conlinut'd “It is not neces­
sarily a conspiracy, but fear of los­
ing money or controlling share of 
the market It is one of the la.«t 
places when' they (mem can act 
out fantasies that are not helpful 
to women's images. If you start 
saying to them you want to clean 
up comics, they start getting ner­
vous and ready to fight."
Cuesta ('ollege engineering 
student .Silvia daimes said she 
came to hear Robbins' views of 
how women an* shown in today's 
nu'dia
“It is very shocking how obvi­
ous the trends and changes are. It 
is a sad commentary on our society 
and how women an. portrayed. My 
brother collects comics a lot, and 
they seem so violent,” Jaimes said.
“The Invisible Man in Blind 
Love” was a cartoon take-off of the 
old black and white ‘40s-style 
detective movies. “Geri’s Game” 
featured an old man competing 
against himself in a chess game 
played in the park — and laughing 
when he beats his opponent who 
takes his false teeth as the prize.
“Embryo” presented a complete 
change of pace with colorful jelly­
fish-like images dancing in a sea of 
ctilor to the sounds of svmphony 
music, and ending with the 
embryo as the symbolic center of 
the universe.
According to ('al I'oly's .AET 
event coordinator Travis .Mooney, 
Foundation has traditionally fund­
ed a tec’hnology show every year.
“It was a very interesting com­
bination of resources. Information 
Technology .Services (ITS) loaned 
us the computers we u.sed upstairs 
in the L’ .U., and Foundation pro- 
vidt*d financial backing for the 
show downtown and the jxxiple 
who worked at the U.L'.," .Mooney 
.«aid.
L topia and Back-Burner 
Productions + O A 0 = Good time
Doily Staff Report
('oniing to the Vets Hall .May 
2M. are Ix't’s (io  Bowling. The 
Upbeat and Opus for a SKA 
extravaganza.
This is the final SKA/swing
show of the year. Tickets are on 
sale for $10 at Boo Boo Records, 
Liquid CD's and in the U.U. at 
the Phi Delta Theta booth.
Tickets at the dcKir cost $12. 
I>ast February's show was sold 
out.
Pop Quiz #7
How can you change the world?
a) Park your car, and ride a bicycle
b) Buy products exclusively from 
ethical companies
c) Vote
d) Become a Teacher





Want to change the 
world?
Be a teacher!
Find out about teaching as a career, 





1. Los Angeles Invisibles: The New  Sound of the 
Venezuelan Godazera
2. Tricky: Broken Homes
3. Big Bad Voodoo Daddy: Big Bad Voodoo Daddy
4. Classic Elements: Compilation
5. Cadillac Angels: Rest Stop Dance Party
6 . Negativeland: Happy Heros
7. Zig: Brace Yourself
8 . Freaky Chakra: Backlight Fantasy
9. Yo-Yo Ma: Inspired by the Cello Suites
10. DJ Honda: Hll
Go all out for Mustang 
Daily^s 2nd Annual 
Gonzo youmalism contest
“TYue Gonzo reporting needs the talents of a 
master journalist, the eye o f an artist! photographer 
and the heavy balls o f an actor. Because the writer 
must be a participant in the scene, while (s)he’s 
writing i t ... Probably the closest analogy to the 
ideal would be a film director!producer who writes 
his own scripts, does his own camera work and 
somehow manages to film himself in the action, as 
the protagonist or at least the main character."
—Hunter S. Thompson 
The Great Shark Hunt
In the spirit of the Duke of Gonzo, Mustang Daily 
is proud to present the second-ever Gonzo 
Journalism Contest. Everyone can enter, and win­
ners of the contest will get to see their names in print 
for the Gonzo Issue, June 1. Entries must be factual 
(sort oO narratives and no longer than 801 words.
ENTRIES ARE DUE  
THURSDAY, MAY 28 BY 7 RM. 
The rest is up to you.
Submit entries to: 
Hebshi-Hadley 
Mustang DaUy
Graphic Arts Building (26), room 226 
ATTN: Gonzo Issue
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Hikers trek down the Pecho Coast Troil on the way to the San Luis Obispo Lightstotion of Avila Boy. The Breakwater stretches out from the hillside It is composed of rocks from M orro Rock.
CHUAAASH from  page 8
the grounds are located).”
Burial sites are located up 
and down the Central Coast. 
One was found near the San 
Luis Bay Inn when construction 
began last year, showing that 
Chumash Indians had livcfd on 
the hills near Avila Beach.
Sanctions have recently been 
made to protect these sacred 
grounds, but before such sanc­
tions were in place, many burial 
grounds were covered by build­
ings
An area next to the Diablo 
Canyon nuclear power plant 
that contains burial grounds has 
been roped off and labeled to 
forbid anyone from building on 
it, and to preserve Chumash 
pnde.
Other protected areas 
include Avila Bay, where a bur­
ial ground was found under the 
breakwater. A protective retain­
ing wall was placed around a 
burial site in San Luis Bay.
“(W e) want people to be 
aware that we are still here and 
want people to know that there 
are places (we want to protect)," 
Khus said. “We want people to 
show respect "
The Chumash Indians were a 
very advanced tribe, according 
to Khus.
“<We were) a very rich cul­
ture. We had a lot of highly 
evolved people in terms of 
knowledge of astronomy, mar­
itime, gathering food from the 
land as well as the ocean, creat­
ing technology and medicinal 
care,” she said.
Khus said that Native 
Americans in general were dis­
respected by European settlers.
"It’s very obnoxious when you 
read in the paper or hear about 
how the priests say (the settlers) 
came over and taught us how to
(We) want people to be aware that we 
are still here and want people to know  that 
there are places (we want to protect). We want 
people to show respect'
— P ilu la w  K h  us 
Chumasb Elder
C  OUI J» tiT ü r iiiii
live," she said. “We were healthy 
people."
Khus also said her tribe was 
very adamant about protecting 
resources and the planet.
“In the generation just before 
me, there was so much life in 
San Luis Creek." she said. “My 
dad could whack a fish on the 
head with a stick and bring it 
home to eat...where are the 
steel head now? We need to 
enhance the life and not be the
destroyer.
“People keep wanting to 
expand urbanization," she con­
tinued. “All of these things put 
stress on the environment."
According to Khus, the 
Spanish settlers depleted a lot of 
resources.
“When they arrived, this 
place was abundant with 
resources," she said. “It has not 
taken very long to see those 
resources depleted."
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SAN LUIS OBISPO COUNTY
EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES AGENCY. INC. i
Emergency Medical Technician (EMT) Training
Offered by the San Luis Obispo County Emergency 
Medical Services Agency
This 120-hoor program meets Department of Transportation stan- 
dords and prepares the participant for certification as an EMT. 
SLO County EM T certification is good stote-wide. Course fee is 
$270 (M^iich irKludes textbook and all course moteriols). Classes 
ore conducted at the EMS Agency  office, 712 Fiero Lone, Unit 29, 
SLO. The summer schedule is os follows;
M ondoy/W ednesdoy evenings, 6* 10pm beginning June 8 
through August 26. Three Saturdays ore required, 8om to 5pm: 
June 27, July 18 and August 22
The Summer class is fulling up quickly. Coll 546-8728, Ext.2, for 
odditionol infonnotion/applicortion
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1 1am to 1 fim, 
Dexter Lawn
Thursday, May 2?th
Plapjacic Pa r e w e l i
9am to 11 am, 
Dexter Lawn» •r ■/.4% a*.‘a 4^ » Í ?
T H A N K  Y O U ! !
To evcrv student, faculty and staff member who 
on Friday of Open House, April 17, chose to 
carpool, yanpt'ol, walk, bike, or ride the bus:
T h a n k  Y ou !
You did your part to help keep the traffic »Si parkinj» 
di>\s n on campus. Thanks also tt> Campus Dininji for 
your “coupi»n” incentiees for that day.
'hr<nn Cal Pol\ Cntmnuti’r Services
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> Tekwarf repffserts i  
fTvotubnn m clothing dcsxin. 
made l^ossible b) ad\anrca 
in the tethnoiogy ot 
svnthclk (abnes pioneered 
by ^ORTnrACt > TcKwarc 
isvtrong lightweight qukk 
drying shrinhicsistant. 
wnnijrTesist^ and lar less 
liKely to tear abrade, 
unravel or mildew
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> CeOfTicio s Saya Series 
IS the only hot weather 
shirt line that gives you 
tom(«lcte control over 
the climate inside the shirt
> The f  LIMATT ro**TKOL 
NC'^ nLATIO'' S tST tI lets 
you open and dose the 
vents, allowing air to 
circuíale and humid 
body heat toevH
SANTA BARBARA 
14 State Street 
962-0049
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Doily photo by Joe Johnston
Volunteers with the San Luis Lightkeepers are working to 
restore the lightstation. They are currently stripping paint off 
the Whistle House. The lighthouse will be the last project.
TRAIL from page 7
There* are records of a man who 
dcK-ked his Iwal in Avila Bay. He 
said he knew there were people 
because there was a bathroom. 
Ix-gend has it that in 1K8H the 
Queen of the Pacific, a luxury 
liner, was heading south to Los 
Angeles. The ship started taking 
on water just north of Avila Bay






This Sommer is the perfect time for fon to land 
those hard**to-get classes or finish the last fevf 
Credits that >fill lead foo into a bright fotare.
The benefits of o melloui summer quarter include:
10% more dosses than planned lost summer 
Less-crouided classrooms 
ñmple porking close to vour dosses 
No lines in The fivenue and €1 Corral 
Long afternoons and golden evenings ot 
neQrbv beaches, lakes, and golf courses for 
after-studies reaeotion.
Contact the specific department or dean's office for updated 
info on available classes. And talfc to your folbs about 
signing up -  going to summer quarter mabes a lot of sense.
and started to sink.
“Just like in the movies, women and children 
get off and then men," Havale said.
The crew stayed on board. They were going to 
try to bring the boat into port at Avila Bay, but 
there was no lighthouse so they had to go slow 
They didn’t make it, though. The ship sank about 
250 yards offshore, but no one died.
The captain o f the ship was a bold and outspo­
ken man. He went to the governor to complain. 
The captain told the governor that the ship would 
have made port if there had been a lighthouse. 
Someone listened to the captain, because one year 
later, in 1889, the lighthouse beacon shown bright 
from the cliffs.
The state granted $50.000 for the construction 
of the lighthouse.
The lighthouse housed a headkeeper and his 
family. The rooms in the house are spacious. 
Stripped of furniture and paint, the rooms still 
echo signs of the past. Restorers say the house is 
prairie Victorian architecture. In the walls of each 
room an identification number points out that the 
hou.se was an early form of pre-fab construction.
You enter into a hallway with a stairway 
ascending in front of you. On the first floor of the 
house there is a kitchen, a livingroom and a sitting 
room. Part way up the stairs, a bathroom is tucked 
off to the left. Turning up the next ilight, the stairs 
end at a central room. Three bedrooms sit ofl this 
room. The bedrooms each have a brick fireplace 
where a stove used to sit. Each o f the rooms has 
extensive molding where the walls meet the ceiling 
and the floor.
The wind rattles the windows as we pass 
through each room.
Attached to the house off the front porch is the 
tower o f the lighthouse. The stairs spiral up to 
the top where a hutch opens to crawl through. Each .step varies in 
width from two to about nine inches. The original glass is still 
encased in the tower. The windows originally had shutters to block 
out the reflection from the sun. And a crawlspace lets you walk out 
onto the deck around the tower.
To the left o f the lighthouse, a doublekeepers’ dwelling for the first 
and second assistant keepers and their families was constructed. A 
new duplex stands to the left o f the lighthouse where this one once 
did. The original whistle house that housed the fog whistle equip­
ment sits in front of the new duplex. The coal shed that stored coal 
for heating and making steam stands next to the whistle house.
The Port San Luis Lighthouse Keepers, a group o f volunteers, are 
documenting every inch o f the lighthouse to restore it and the other 
buildings. They are working on the whistle room right now.
Brent Roberts, vice chair o f the group, says they are restoring the 
lighthouse and its buildings to the time o f the 1920s. The buildings 
will be open and the site w’ill become a major historical, educational 
and recreational site so the public can share another piece of San 
Luis Obispo County’s past.
All of the original material for the buildings was brought in on 
ships. The original lens for the lighthouse was brought over on four 
different ships. The crv'stal was so valuable that they figured it 
would be cheaper to replace one-fourth of it i f  one boat sank.
Powered over time by whale oil, kerosene, gas, and electric, 
today’s lighthouse stands about 25 feet from the original lighthouse. 
The original crv’stal now sits in the county museum in downtown San 
Luis Obispo.
Back on the path, watch your footing. Just becau.se you are on a 
trail, doesn’t mean you can go any faster. Little rocks roll under your 
feet.
We had to pause on the way home. Halfway up the steepest hill, 
we crashed onto two o f only five benches along the path.
The little kids who walked in from the lighthouse to go to school 
must have been in good sha|)e. One last dash through a tick field, 
down the stairs and home.
Empty, but still housing life, the lighthouse still flashes a friend­
ly warning. Now 1 know where it comes from.
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TRAIL from page 8
step to the rock and across to the 
path Across the hndge and back 
uphill. You appreciate the down­
hill sections until you realize you 
have to come back that way
Up ahead a doe skips up into 
the brush.
Our guides stop us to point 
out some wildflowers and plants. 
Havale points out that many 
native grasses grow in bunch­
es, for instance rye grasses 
and needle grasses. Kxotic 
grasses grow in fields The 
native California looked noth­
ing like it does today.
Another guide picks up an 
oak gall. She tells us that the 
Native Americans used them 
for doll heads. Then she shows 
us yarro, a remedy for poison 
oak used by Native 
Americans. I f  you crumble up 
yarro leaves, they become soft 
and let o ff a nice odor with 
moist oils.
The guides even offer us a 
geology lesson. Where the  ^
road cuts through the hill you ! 
can see varying rocks that ' 
compose the hill including ser­
pentine -  California’s state rock 
-  and sandstone.
“Look at it like an Oreo cook­
ie you got the Franciscan 
Formation, the San Luis cap rock 
and here we have the creamy 
center," Havale said.
We head out onto the path 
again, around another corner 
and up the hill. Across the bridge 
with a trickling creek below.
Our guides stop us again.
Turning to look out to sea, it 
seems as though we are on top of 
the world. We can see the coast­
line stretching from Avila Bay all
the way around to Point Sal.
A sea lion cries from beneath 
the Hartford Pier below us.
The People’s Pier was the 
first pier built in Avila. It 
appeared in 1858 at the mouth of 
the creek flowing into the bay 
The pier washed away in 1878.
The developers o f that pier 
decided to build a new pier that 
was more protected from the 
waves. John Hartford built the
\n
Developers want to put a new 
hotel at this location.
Turning back out to sea, one 
guide points to Smith Island. 
Located close to the hill, five 
families once lived on the island 
They built homes extending out 
onto poles over the ocean Swiss 
Family Robinson lived right here 
in San Luis Obispo F'our chil­
dren were born on the island.
To the right o f the island, a 
breakwater stretches out from 
the base o f the hill. The 
breakwater was built to shel­
ter the bay from strong waves 
out at sea. The rock in the 
breakwater came from Morro 
Rock Developers blasted the 
rock and shipped it down to 
Avila on boats. To the left of 
the breakwater, inside the bay 
and below the ocean water, 
rests the best-protected 
Chumash burial grounds in 
the county. The water shelters 
them harmful effects o f ero­
sion and people.
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Doilr pkoto by Joe Johnston
• families once lived here on Smith Island 
island sits dose to Hartford Pier in Avila
Hartford pier to compete with 
the People’s Pier and M illa ’s 
Landing in trade, both export 
and import.
Hartford Pier originally 
extended 3,000 feet longer out 
into the bay than it does today. 
The train ran out to the edge and 
all the way back to the shore and 
into San Luis Obispo. The park­
ing lot at the base o f the pier 
wasn't filled in until later. The 
dirt that fills in the parking lot 
came from the hillside which sits 
to the right o f the Diablo Canyon 
gate entrance. Looking down on 
it, the hillside appears terraced.
L ig h t h o u s e
When we started walking I 
imagined the lighthouse 
w'ould be just around the cor­
ner. But we turned a corner, 
another comer and another cor­
ner before seeing perched on the 
cliff
Framed through the branches 
o f a cypress tree, all I can ,«ee is 
the top of the lighthouse where 
the cr>'stal used to sit. The glass 
sparkles in the sunlight.
The San Luis Obispo 
Lightstation was built between 
1888 and 1890. In the lH80s, 
boat traffic flooded the seas of 
California between San 
Francisco and Los Angeles.
See TRAM, poge 6
V/uJil ujjijJ
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Cor>gratulations on 1st ptace 
m Greek Week" We had a great 
time, from the ladies of Kappa 
Alpha Theta
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Free Service for CoNege Students
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EARN UP TO  S2000 
P T  IN JUST 4-8 WEEKS. MEMOLINK 
NEEDS ONE HIGHLY MOTIVATED 
IND TO  DIRECT ITS SUMMER 
SALESTI4KTG PROJ AT CAL POLY 
CALL AARON AT 888-509-6380 
INTERNSHIP OPP a v a il a b l e
Earn Summer
Cash' Homemaiiers needed xi 
this area To SSOO week possAife 
write Futureguest. Box tlt3-m  
Del Mar. CA 92014
WWW Acts com 
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WIN A FREE COMPUTER
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Temfic opportunities m Danvile 
(E of S F ) arch firm Creative design 
Some AUTOCAD Prefer 
Positive environ 51O-82O-5058
Kona's ts looking tor 
energetic people for part-time 
position m fast-paced fun fob 
Apply withm
MEDIA ASST
Need Help with cornputer mput and 
Phone Need an ENERGETIC, SELF­
STARTER' GREAT PAY PT HRS 
CALL 534-0222
RESIDENT MGR
POSITIONS AVAILABLE 615 
APPLICANTS SHOULD BE MATURE, 
RESPONSIBLE, AND ABLE TO WORK 
w it h  a  PROFESSK3NAL MGT TEAM 
SECURITY, TENANT ASSISTANCE, LT 
MAINT SALARY ♦ RENT DISCOUNT 
PM  APPS ® 200 N SANTA ROSA. SLO
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SALES ENGINEER TRAINEE FOR SO. 
CAL oiSTRieuTOR OF e l e c t r o n k : 
COUNTING SCALES CAL POLY GRAO 
LOOKING FOR SELF-MOTIVATED PER­
SON WHO WANTS TO LEARN SMALL 
BUS»IESS 800-697-991S OR 
FAX 818-768-4798
StA kxjkmg for that perfect 
outsKle )oP m the beautifu* 
Sierras’  Jameson Ranch Camp 
seeks oounsekxs who car be 
posrtrve role models and teach 
programs Wke waterfront horses, 
theater, crafts, etc at pnvate. 
seff-sufK<aent ch4dren s camp 
Rm bd plus S2200 summer CaB 
000-696-9062 for an appkcatKjn 
email the^amesonsB 
tamesonranchcamp com or visit us 
at WWW jamesonranchcamp com
Summer Camp Counselors I)irectors 
Oty of Morrc Bay 20-40 hrs 
thru summer, organize S implemeni 
age-appropnate activities for 
children, prev exp &'or ECE 
urxts pref $5 75-6 95tir 
Apply Oty Motto Bay 595 MartxY 
Morro Bay. 772-6278 Open M fiked
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SUMMER WORK IN ALASKA
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on-shore work <n seafood plant m 
Petersburg, Season runs from appro* 
622 to 97
Earn $6 OOTw. and $9 00 overtime, 
plus end of year bonus (f you ccrnpiete 
the saknon season K interested w*-rte 
to Ocean Beauty Seafoods,
PO Bo* 70739. Seattle WA 96107 
Attn Judy Thompson or 
Can 907-772-4242
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SUMMER JOBS
FINE SEQUOIA HIGH SIERRA 
FAMILY RESORT AT 7500 
SEEKS LfVE-fN CCXiNSELORS 
(20 UP) TO TEACH
* AduH crafts A Jewelry (1)
* Archery • min age 21 (1)
* Special Events Dnector (1)
* Swimmmg • Lifeguard (1) 
‘(aurtar-Campfire Sorygieader (1) 
MN>-SUMMER OPENINGS
Arts A Crafts. Tenms. Watersknng 
Front Desk. Pre-School (2)
800-227-9966
Oates Jurve 18-Sept 10.1998
lÎMULOV.MIvN T
TUTORS Summer Jobs avatabie 
Palo Alto area and io 
travel Work wth Children and 
adults St0toSl3hour Tranng 
provided FAX resume to 
Lmdamood-Bei! 005-541-8756
SUMMER JOBS
GOLD ARROW CAMP IS HIRING 
INSTRUCTORS AND BOYS CABIN 
COUNSELORS INTERVIEWS ON 
CAMPUS FRI m a y  29 
CALL 000-554-2267 
FOR INFO AND TO SCHEDULE AN 
INTERVIEW OR COME TO  A 20 MIN 
INFO SESSION A’'-CAREER  
SERVICES R O )M  224 ON MAY 29 
12 OR 1 PM CAMP DATES JUNE 21- 
AUGUST 22
Summer Work !
Are you adventurous? Oo you love 
a chafteryge? Make $670/ wk 
This summer CaM Oualte 782-G397
SURGERY CENTER
1.) AOMIN ASST^ARTTIM E PREV. 
MEO OFFICE EXP. PREFERRED 
2.) HOUSEKEEPtNOCUNfCAL ASST 
FULLITMETTEMP FOR 3 MONTHS 
SUBMIT RESUME TO  1304 ELLA #C 
SLO 93401 OR FAX TO  S44-60S7
• H S \;.i.
MATTRESS & BED 
DISCOUNT CENTER
STUDENT DISCOUNT- SET PRICES 
TWIN S66 f u l l  S69 OUEEN $149 
KING $169 705-0197
H< K AIM  \ H
RM AVAIL IN AG
AVL 620 NONSMK NO PET 300* DE*» 
922-0491 * 3077 DAY 489-0053 EVE
I < 1. \  I , \ I .  I 1« »1 S l \ ' < i
2 Roommates rveeded for 3 room 
condo 5325 to share $375 own 
room Starting 6 1 '96 Can 
Oanica or Ger> 549-6726
$500 ALL SUMMER
u t il  INC FU*^iSMED BATmROOM 
WAi^KING OfSTANCE TO POLY 
CALL TOMIWIY AT 542-9364
APTS 2 bedrm, turn nea- Poly 
$680 rno for 12-mo lease n 'lowe- 
summer rale $"’40mo for 10-mo 
lease 543-6517 afte- 5 pm-
SUfiiMER SUBLET IN SlO  
2 ROOMS 9 $350 MASTE*=> 9 $500 
l a u n d r y  CAP*>0R''' AVAii. JUN-AUG 
■^64-0822
I I O M l -  -, I O K  S A i.l :
Buying a house oi condo’
For a free list of all the Pest pnoed 
houses & condos m SLO,
Call Nelson Rea. Estate 546-1990
8 H^URStJAir 21. Í99% OUTER LIMITS
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Respecting 
pieces of SLO 
county’s past
• f  M N a r t i
L oac before Europc'an dt*cxrr«'r«d
thc' beautv oi tlKc Central C‘oa«t. it «  a* 
Immd*’ Ui a pc-acWul tnb*’ at Native 
AmeiKan»
TIm> C'huma»h tribe prcnrpered amidvt the 
abundant Central f'uart «ildliie from San 
Lua« <T>bi*|w to Ventura Cuuntv IVibe mem- 
her* had their firrt cwntact «ith  Spanufh 
explorerr in 1542 thouch no European* fet­
tled in Caliiomia until 227 rear* after that 
iKinnc that tame, manv feneration» of 
Chuma«h Indian* came and «ent. and «e re  
buried in »acred burial fround» on the 
Central Coa»t
When the Spam»h settled California and 
AmerKan* headed out We»t follouinf the ir 
Manife*t lJe»tinv prociamation. tlie Central 
Coart « a »  taken from the Cbuma*h and 
manv mi**ion» and buiMinf:» «e re  built on 
the *acred burial »ite*
Ptiula« Kfitt*. a Cbumafh elder. *aid mod­
em fociet» ha» dirreepected her and her tribe 
In diffnnf up the frate» and »tealinf the 
ancient artifact*
'When vou talk about Natite American 
thinf*. **ome people * ete* lifht up Z*" *he »aid 
‘The«' «ant to explore and tra»h place* that 
are «arred to u*. and the« «houidnt be inter- 
fered «ith  at all tirate robber* are reali«' 
ded »cated The« « i l l  fo  poke around and 
*mefl around if the« fet a feneral idea «bere
'I
iw\
I f  rm ètriy Umy 
thdf lindi
W  0 4 U M A S H  P O »  S
ouVe Men the lifht It flaahe*. and 
moft people five it no more thoufht 1 »a «  
the Ufht. and 1 wondered where thu fnendljr 
waroinf lifht waa reachinf out from
We parked acroM the rtreet from the Diablo Canjron 
entrance. A fuard etood at the entrance booth where an 
old ichoolhoace once flood He »auntered out and realised 
that our froup had left without oa He hoUered up to the 
trail fuadca One of the fuide». Georfe Havale. came 
back dow n to retnve u* latecomer*
Twentfr-fis wooden ftair* aacend uphill to a chain 
link fence that »ecurea Diahio Canyon Throufh the 
open fate, we charfed up the bill «rith Havale bnnf- 
inf up the rear
We mrt up with the reef of our froup «here 
the firrt »ectioo of the trail met the road
In all. It would be a three-mile trek that 
would »pan a little more than three hour» to 
the lifhthouce and back
Half of the path wandered throufh 
untouched nature, the other half ran 
aloof the one lane road to the lifhthoufe 
The only « fn »  of modemisatioo were the 
»infle power line» that ctretched aloof 
the coart of the bay and the pavement on 
the road Waoden beam* were «tuck in the 
hill to bold looae dirt up aloof the way To 
pre»erte the path »mall lof» «ere placed at 
*teep poiot»
Tb* iVebo Coa*i Trail i* a cx«pperati«e effort 
of the Coartal Commirioo. TIm' Nature 
Cooaervancy, K ihE  and the San Lui* Harbor 
Dutrwt It weave* abo«e «iMBe of the mo*t beauti­
ful oQia«tlioe in the county The trail nw-aoder* 
aloof the clifl*, hifh abo«e the «a «e * nppliof 
aloof the ewart Some wooden raibof* ha«e been 
aidded at pwoL* to make »ure no one Call* down 
tbr cliff The path »* narro« and only »Jifhtly 
worn Baby deer track* are imprinted in the wet 
wad
Vie pac* throufh a »tretch of »bade and then 
back out into the *un It «a *  a «arm  day with a 
»lifht brwete rufllinf our hair Tall fra «»«» itudded 
with io«i««ble tick* lean o«er the path A buf land* 
next to the w ord tack m my ooteboMk a* I am wntiof 
Ciiaociof back at the trail, we crxwaed three creek*
Sm TIA ftpo^e?
Trekking 
down the 
Pecho 
Coast 
Trail
